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Microsoft Office 2010 Plain Simple
Offers a step-by-step guide on how to navigate the latest
version of Excel and explains how to build and format
spreadsheets, filter and sort data, add graphics to
spreadsheets, publish documents to the Web, and work with
PivotTables.
Get the guide that makes learning Microsoft Access 2010
plain and simple! This full color, no-nonsense book shows
you the quickest ways to build a database and sort
information, using easy-to-follow steps and concise,
straightforward language. You'll learn how out-of-the-box
templates and reusable components make Access 2010 a
fast and simple database solution. Here's WHAT you'll learn:
Design and build your own database quickly Use Access
forms to collect information with ease Create and modify
tables to organize your data Store files such as documents
and images Exchange data with other databases and
documents Bring your data alive with colorful reports Here's
HOW you'll learn it: Jump in whenever you need answers
Easy-to-follow STEPS and SCREENSHOTS show exactly
what to do Handy TIPS teach new techniques and shortcuts
Quick TRY THIS! exercises help apply what you learn right
away
You're beyond the basics, so dive right in and really put your
database skills to work! This supremely organized reference
is packed with hundreds of timesaving solutions,
troubleshooting tips, and workarounds. It's all muscle and no
fluff. Discover how the experts tackle Access 2010 -- and
challenge yourself to new levels of mastery! Master essential
data management and design techniques Import and link to
data from spreadsheets, databases, text files, and other
sources Use action queries to quickly insert, update, or delete
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entire sets of data Create custom forms to capture and
display data Design reports to calculate, summarize, and
highlight critical data--and learn advanced techniques
Automate your application with macros and Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) Use Access Services to extend your
database application to the Web Try out the sample client
and web database applications in both 32-bit and 64-bit
versions A Note Regarding the CD or DVD The print version
of this book ships with a CD or DVD. The sample client and
web database applications are provided in both 32-bit and
64-bit versions. Note that while we provide as much of the
media content as we are able via free download, we are
sometimes limited by licensing restrictions. For customers
who purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for
downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
Describes how to create a blog with MSN Spaces.
Get the guide that makes learning Microsoft Excel 2010 plain
and simple! This full color, no-nonsense book shows you the
quickest ways to solve a problem or learn a skill, using easyto-follow steps and concise, straightforward language. You'll
analyze, manage, and share information in more ways than
ever before. Here's WHAT you'll learn: Manage your financial
data and personal expenses Get started quickly with prebuilt
templates Create formulas and functions to do the hard work
Sort, filter, update, and copy your data Use charts and
graphics to bring data to life Collaborate with colleagues by
sharing spreadsheets online Here's HOW you'll learn it: Jump
in whenever you need answers Easy-to-follow STEPS and
SCREENSHOTS show exactly what to do Handy TIPS teach
new techniques and shortcuts Quick TRY THIS! exercises
help apply what you learn right away
The fast and easy way to get things done with Office
Perplexed by PowerPoint? Looking to excel at Excel? From
Access to Word—and every application in between—this allPage 2/21
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encompassing guide provides plain-English guidance on
mastering the entire Microsoft Office suite. Through easy-tofollow instruction, you'll quickly get up and running with Excel,
Word, PowerPoint, Outlook, Access, Publisher, Charts and
Graphics, OneNote, and more—and make your work and
home life easier, more productive, and more streamlined.
Microsoft Office is the leading productivity tool in the world.
From word processing to business communication to data
crunching, it requires a lot of knowledge to operate it—let
alone master it. Luckily, Office 2016 All-in-One For Dummies
is here to deliver the breadth of information you need to
complete basic tasks and drill down into Office's advanced
features. Create customized documents and add graphic
elements, proofing, and citations in Word Build a worksheet,
create formulas, and perform basic data analysis in Excel
Create a notebook and organize your thoughts in Notes
Manage messages, tasks, contacts, and calendars in Outlook
Clocking in at over 800 pages, Office 2016 All-in-One For
Dummies will be the singular Microsoft Office resource you'll
turn to again and again.
Get the guide that makes learning Microsoft Word 2010 plain
and simple! This full color, no-nonsense book shows you the
quickest ways to solve a problem or learn new skills, using
easy-to-follow steps and concise, straightforward language.
You'll create professional-quality documents in no time.
Here’s WHAT you'll learn: Create professional-looking
documents with ease Organize, edit, and format text Apply
themes, styles, and other design elements Work with
graphics, tables, and charts Take advantage of pre-built
templates, or make your own Edit a document with others
simultaneously -- online Here's HOW you’ll learn it: Jump in
whenever you need answers Easy-to-follow STEPS and
SCREENSHOTS show exactly what to do Handy TIPS teach
new techniques and shortcuts Quick TRY THIS! exercises
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help apply what you learn right away
The Microsoft Official Academic Courseware (MOAC) Office
2010 Series is the only Official Academic Course Material.
The new and enhanced MOAC/ Microsoft Office 2010 System
features Enhanced Wiley Desktop Editions as well as many
other enhanced features designed to re-enforce workforce
skills. The addition of animated tutorials in the Enhanced
Wiley Desktop Editions and WileyPLUS courses, textbooks
include additional materials on different skill levels to help
users keep pace. WileyPLUS and an automatic Office
assignment grader provides immediate feedback on every
assignment, to help users practice and hone skills at their
own pace. MOAC/ Microsoft Office 2010 System is built from
the ground-up around the MOS® certification objectivesmaking it a great way to learn all the workforce-oriented tasks
required for certification. The Test Bank now offers greater
flexibility and provides more than 75 questions and 3 projects
per lesson, as well as automated grading via OfficeGrader.
Furthermore, the latest edition's use of color in screen
captures allows users to follow on screen much easier, as
screen captures will look the exact same as the application.
Additional projects throughout the book helps users
comprehend how a task is applied on the job. OfficeGrader
functionality added to WileyPLUS provides immediate
feedback on all homework, assignments, and projects and
additional animated tutorials on key Office tasks provides
additional help on difficult topics.
Get the full-color, visual guide that makes learning Microsoft
SharePoint 2013 plain and simple! Follow the book’s easy
steps and screenshots and clear, concise language to learn
the simplest ways to get things done. Here’s WHAT you’ll
learn: Create libraries for all kinds of media Share information
in one location Organize people and processes Connect
SharePoint to Microsoft Office with no fuss Find things fast
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with the Search Center Expand your community with social
networking Here’s HOW you’ll learn it: Jump in wherever
you need answers Follow easy STEPS and SCREENSHOTS
to see exactly what to do Get handy TIPS for new techniques
and shortcuts Use TRY THIS! exercises to apply what you
learn right away
It's EASIER than ever to get started with Microsoft Office
2010! Navigate your way around the Microsoft Office 2020
suite without getting lost in too many details. Microsoft Office
2010 Demystified shows you the ropes and explains the new,
handy, and most popular functions of each application.
Written in a step-by-step, tutorial format, this practical guide
begins with an overview of the suite and the universal
features that can be used in all of the individual programs.
Then, you'll drill down into the specifics of Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Outlook, and Access. Detailed explanations and
screenshots make it easy to understand the material, and endof-chapter quizzes and a final exam help reinforce key
concepts. It's a no-brainer! You'll learn how to: Create greatlooking Word documents Crunch numbers and get graphical
in Excel spreadsheets Develop persuasive PowerPoint
presentations Manage your email, tasks, calendar, and
contacts with Outlook Build and manage Access databases
Simple enough for a beginner, but challenging enough for an
advanced student, Microsoft Office 2010 Demystified helps
you master this powerful suite of applications.
A guide to the feature and functions of Microsoft Office Live
covers such topics as designing a Web site, tracking Web
statistics, selling products online, advertising and marketing,
working with business applications, and using the resource
center.
????8??,?????Word 2007,??:Word??????????????????????
Easy-search CD includes skill-building practice files and the
complete eBook.
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Covers the features and functions of the note-taking
application, with information on such topics as creating a
notebook, writing notes, putting a table in a note, linking
notes, spell checking, conducting research, and using
OneNote with other Office applications.
Microsoft Office is the most widely used software suite in the
world. The half-dozen programs in Office 2010 are packed
with amazing features, but most people just know the basics.
This entertaining guide not only gets you started with Office, it
reveals all kinds of useful things you didn't know the software
could do -- with plenty of power-user tips and tricks when
you're ready for more. Create professional-looking
documents. Learn everything you need to know to craft
beautiful Word documents. Stay organized. Keep track of
your email, calendar, and contacts with Outlook. Crunch
numbers with ease. Assemble data, make calculations, and
summarize the results with Excel. Make eye-catching
presentations. Build PowerPoint slideshows with video and
audio clips, animations, and more. Build Access databases
quickly. Make your data easy to find, sort, and manage.
Manage your files more efficiently. Use the new Backstage
view to quickly work with your Office files. Get to know the
whole suite. Learn to use other handy Office tools: Publisher,
OneNote, and Office Web Apps.
Get the guide that makes learning Microsoft Excel plain and
simple! This full color, no-nonsense book shows you the
quickest ways to solve a problem or learn a skill, using easyto-follow steps and concise, straightforward language. You'll
analyze, manage, and share information in more ways than
ever before. Here’s WHAT You’ll Learn Manage your data
quickly and efficiently Filter, sort, summarize, and crunch your
numbers Use formulas and functions to do the heavy lifting
Bring data to life with charts and graphics Share data
between Microsoft Office documents Work as a team, online
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and in the cloud Here’s HOW You’ll Learn It Jump in
wherever you need answers Follow easy STEPS and
SCREENSHOTS to see exactly what to do Get handy TIPS
for new techniques and shortcuts Use TRY THIS! exercises
to apply what you learn right away

Learn the simplest ways to get things done with
Microsoft Office 2013 Get the full-color, visual guide
that makes learning Microsoft Office 2013 plain and
simple! Follow the book’s easy steps and
screenshots and clear, concise language to learn the
simplest ways to get things done with Microsoft
Word, Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, Access,
Publisher, and OneNote. Here’s WHAT you’ll learn:
Navigate with mouse, keyboard, or touch Create
documents, reports, databases, and presentations
Share your desktop, worksheets, and files Manage
your email and organize your calendar Stay
connected with online meetings and instant
messaging Access your programs and your
documents via the cloud Here’s HOW you’ll learn it:
Jump in wherever you need answers Follow easy
STEPS and SCREENSHOTS to see exactly what to
do Get handy TIPS for new techniques and shortcuts
Use TRY THIS! Exercises to apply what you learn
right away
A comprehensive guide to the language used to
customize Microsoft Office Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) is the language used for writing
macros, automating Office applications, and creating
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custom applications in Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Outlook, and Access. This complete guide shows
both IT professionals and novice developers how to
master VBA in order to customize the entire Office
suite for specific business needs. Office 2010 is the
leading productivity suite, and the VBA language
enables customizations of all the Office programs;
this complete guide gives both novice and
experienced programmers the knowledge they need
to make maximum use of VBA for Office Supported
with real-world examples in Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Outlook, and Access, this book offers
clear, systematic tutorials with both intermediate and
advanced content Covers learning how to work with
VBA; recording macros; using loops and functions;
using message boxes, input boxes, and dialog
boxes; creating effective code; XML-based files;
ActiveX; the developer tab; content controls; add-ins;
embedded macros; and security Mastering VBA for
Office 2010 prepares developers to customize all
Microsoft Office 2010 applications for the unique
needs of their employers.
Get the guide that makes learning Microsoft
OneNote 2010 plain and simple! This full-color, nononsense book shows you the quickest ways to
take, organize, and share great notes—with easy-tofollow steps, screenshots, and concise,
straightforward language. Here's WHAT you'll learn:
Take notes and organize them with ease Arrange
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notes in pages, sections, and notebooks Add
pictures, drawings, and audio and video clips Apply
readymade and custom tags to your notes Link
notes to web pages and Microsoft Office files Share
your notes and collaborate with others Here’s HOW
you’ll learn it: Jump in wherever you need answers
Easy-to-follow STEPS and SCREENSHOTS show
exactly what to do Handy TIPS teach new
techniques and shortcuts Quick TRY THIS!
exercises help apply what you learn right away
From crunching numbers to creating dynamic Web
pages, now you can do the everyday—and the
extraordinary—faster, smarter, and better. Dive in!
This friendly, high-energy guide makes it easy to
teach yourself exactly what you need. Use the quick
lists, numbered steps, and helpful examples to
accelerate your productivity with Office XP—and
move on to doing the cool things you want to do!
Manage your e-mail and calendar with Microsoft
Outlook® Expand your Microsoft Word power Create
captivating Microsoft PowerPoint® presentations
Make numbers and charts tell the story with
Microsoft Excel Construct your own Web site with
Microsoft FrontPage® Make data work harder for
you with Microsoft Access Learn everyday
troubleshooting techniques
Now you can do the things you do every day with
Office—create reports, manage finances, send e-mail,
and make a presentation—but do them faster,
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smarter, and better. Dive in! This friendly, focused
guide shows the best ways to use the core features
in your Office programs, so you spend more time
doing and less time learning. Use the quick lists,
numbered steps, and helpful examples to accelerate
your productivity—and do the cool things you want to
do! Discover how to: Get your e-mail, calendar, and
work day under control Create professional-looking
documents—from memos and invoices to complex
reports Use spreadsheets and charts to analyze data
and support decision making Produce and deliver a
compelling presentation with great visuals and
special effects Communicate and work together
more effectively using enhanced collaboration
features Quickly build a dynamic Web site with datadriven features Use XML to make your data go
farther Share and reuse information among
programs to simplify work and get better
resultsLearn about Office the Faster Smarter way!
10-Second Summary—see what each chapter covers
at a glance Fast Wrap-Up—review key points and
takeaways from every chapter Real-World
Examples—apply what you learn to real work, right
now Aha! Tips—get insider tips and insights to fuel
your productivity Top 10 Troubleshooting
Solutions—find fast answers, right inside the cover!
This book presents a complete survey of the
computer technologies necessary for achieving basic
technology literacy. It provides a strong foundation
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by giving the reader the background needed to make
smart buying decisions about computer technology.
It then gives a description of the hardware that is the
foundation of all of the technologies used every day,
whether it's a laptop, personal computer,
smartphone, or other digital device. From there, it
explains how the Internet actually works. It then
guides the reader through engaging, step-by-step
tutorials on how to use the Windows 7 operating
system and the popular Office 2010 productivity
tools, including Word, Excel, and Powerpoint. The
book is written in a conversational and engaging
style. At the end of each chapter, there are review
questions, and a project to apply what has been
learned. -An illustrated guide to using Microsoft Office Excel
2010 that covers the interface; creating, building,
managing, formatting, and viewing workbooks; using
formulas and functions; formatting and printing
worksheets; customization; sorting and filtering data;
and more.
Hey, you know your way around a document—so now
dig into Word 2003 and really put your word
processing expertise to work! This supremely
organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving
solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds all
in concise, fast-answer format. It's all muscle and no
fluff. Discover the best and fastest ways to perform
everyday tasks, and challenge yourself to new levels
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of Word mastery! Master the tools to expertly
organize, edit, format, and present your content
Create visual impact with pictures, diagrams, tables,
3-D effects, and more Use the Research Task Pane
to find fast facts on the fly Link charts, tables, and
graphs to live data Work better together by creating
shared workspaces online Produce polished Web
sites directly from Word Help protect documents with
information rights management (IRM), digital
certificates, and other security tools Add audio
review notes—or handwrite changes on your Tablet
PC! Use XML, forms, and Microsoft Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) to make your information work
harder CD features: Complete eBook in PDF format
Insider Extras—including a reference of built-in Word
commands, an XML Cheat Sheet, articles, and more
Catalog of Word resources with links to third-party
tools and demos Microsoft resources and demos,
including Insider's Guide to Microsoft Office OneNote
2003 eBook Tablet PC Quick Reference eBook
Microsoft Computer Dictionary, Fifth Edition,
eBook—10,000+ entries A Note Regarding the CD or
DVD The print version of this book ships with a CD
or DVD. For those customers purchasing one of the
digital formats in which this book is available, we are
pleased to offer the CD/DVD content as a free
download via O'Reilly Media's Digital Distribution
services. To download this content, please visit
O'Reilly's web site, search for the title of this book to
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find its catalog page, and click on the link below the
cover image (Examples, Companion Content, or
Practice Files). Note that while we provide as much
of the media content as we are able via free
download, we are sometimes limited by licensing
restrictions. Please direct any questions or concerns
to booktech@oreilly.com.
The quick way to get started with Microsoft Office
2016! This is learning made easy. Get more done
quickly with Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and
Outlook. Jump in wherever you need answers--brisk
lessons and colorful screenshots show you exactly
what to do, step by step. Covers Word, Excel,
PowerPoint and Outlook Format documents for
visual impact Quickly prepare personalized email
messages and labels Build powerful workbooks for
analysis and reporting Analyze alternative data sets
with Quick Analysis Lens, Goal Seek, and Solver
Prepare highly effective presentations Strengthen
your presentations by adding tables and graphics
Organize your email, scheduling, and contacts Look
up just the tasks and lessons you need
Learn the simplest ways to get things done with
Microsoft Office 2013 for Tablets Get the full-color,
visual guide that makes learning Microsoft Office
2013 on your touch-enabled devices plain and
simple! Follow the book’s easy steps and
screenshots and clear, concise language to learn the
simplest ways to get things done with Microsoft
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Word, Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, Access,
Publisher, and OneNote—all in touch mode. Here’s
WHAT you’ll learn: Tap the power of Office on your
touch device Stay in the loop with Ims, social media,
and email Create, share, and collaborate on
documents Put together professional-looking
publications Analyze your worksheet data on the fly
Set up an online meeting with your team Here’s
HOW you’ll learn it: Jump in wherever you need
answers Follow easy STEPS and SCREENSHOTS
to see exactly what to do Get handy TIPS for new
techniques and shortcuts Use TRY THIS! Exercises
to apply what you learn right away
Demonstrates the updated features of the word
processing program, explaining how to perform such
tasks as integrate documents with other Microsoft
Office applications, customize the program, and post
documents to the Web.
Utilizes numbered steps to explore the updated
features of Access 2007, while reviewing database
fundamentals--including how to create databases,
filter data, run queries, and generate forms--and
explaining how to optimize integration with other
Office applications, publish documents to the Web,
and work with PivotTables.
Explains how to use the programs in the Microsoft
Office suite to perform such tasks as writing a letter,
building a database, creating a presentation, and
sending an e-mail message.
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Hey, you know your way around Word—so now dig
into Version 2002 and really put your documents to
work! This supremely organized reference packs
hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting
tips, and handy workarounds in concise, fast-answer
format—it's all muscle and no fluff. Discover the best
and fastest ways to perform everyday tasks, and
challenge yourself to new levels of Word mastery!
Build on what you already know about Word and
quickly dive into what's new Master formatting tools
and techniques Add visual impact—from text effects
to drawings and 3-D objects Produce better tables
and charts Develop custom forms and master mail
merge Create Web pages with hyperlinks, graphics,
and multimedia Collaborate on line, and then
compare and merge documents in a snap Help
protect documents with passwords and digital
signatures Employ speech and handwriting
recognition tools Build and run macros with
Microsoft® Visual Basic® for Applications CD-ROM
FEATURES: Intuitive HTML interface Extensive
collection of Microsoft add-ins and third-party
utilities, demos, and trials Complete eBook—easy to
browse and print! Sample chapters from other
INSIDE OUT Office XP books Web links to Microsoft
Office Tools on the Web, online troubleshooters, and
product support Microsoft Visio® customizable autodemos Interactive tutorials Additional files and
templates A Note Regarding the CD or DVD The
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print version of this book ships with a CD or DVD.
For those customers purchasing one of the digital
formats in which this book is available, we are
pleased to offer the CD/DVD content as a free
download via O'Reilly Media's Digital Distribution
services. To download this content, please visit
O'Reilly's web site, search for the title of this book to
find its catalog page, and click on the link below the
cover image (Examples, Companion Content, or
Practice Files). Note that while we provide as much
of the media content as we are able via free
download, we are sometimes limited by licensing
restrictions. Please direct any questions or concerns
to booktech@oreilly.com.
This text covers every practical aspect of using
Office 2010 on your PC or laptop, from
understanding its applications, to basic word
processing, creating spreadsheets and
presentations, through to using email with Outlook.
This book is filled with easy to understand tasks that
will help you achieve immediate success.
You’re beyond the basics with Word, so dive right in
and really put your content to work! This supremely
organized reference is packed with hundreds of
timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and
workarounds. It’s all muscle and no fluff. Discover
how the experts tackle Word 2007—and challenge
yourself to new levels of mastery! Master the tools to
expertly organize, edit, and present your content
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Craft polished documents by using Building Blocks,
Themes, and Quick Style Sets Add visual impact
with SmartArt diagrams, charts, pictures, and
drawings Create tables of contents, crossreferences, and indexes for your complex
documents Build online workspaces to manage and
collaborate on documents Produce Web sites or
publish a blog directly from Word 2007 Discover the
new Office Open XML format—and learn smarter
ways to reuse your content Automate document
creation by using Content Controls and Microsoft
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) CD includes:
Fully searchable eBook Resources for
troubleshooting documents and optimizing
performance Links to product demos, training
courses, and user communities Resources for
integrating Word 2007 with other Microsoft Office
programs References for finding Word 2003
commands in Word 2007 Windows Vista Product
Guide eReference and other eBooks A Note
Regarding the CD or DVD The print version of this
book ships with a CD or DVD. For those customers
purchasing one of the digital formats in which this
book is available, we are pleased to offer the
CD/DVD content as a free download via O'Reilly
Media's Digital Distribution services. To download
this content, please visit O'Reilly's web site, search
for the title of this book to find its catalog page, and
click on the link below the cover image (Examples,
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Companion Content, or Practice Files). Note that
while we provide as much of the media content as
we are able via free download, we are sometimes
limited by licensing restrictions. Please direct any
questions or concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
Office 2010 In Depth is the beyond-the-basics,
beneath-the-surface guide for everyone who wants
to streamline their work with Office 2010, and get
more done in less time. Best selling technology
expert Joe Habraken provides specific, tested,
proven solutions to the problems Office users run
into every day: challenges other books ignore or
oversimplify. Habraken thoroughly covers all facets
of working with Office 2010's core features and
techniques, and powerful new enhancements such
as: " The updated customizable Ribbon and new
Backstage full-screen options menu " Vastly
improved image and illustration tools " Live Preview
for tasks like Paste, Insert, or Theme change "
Improved integration with SharePoint services,
Windows Live, and Office Web Apps " And much
more Simply put, no other book offers Office 2010
users this much simplicity, usable content, flexibility,
and value. As with all In Depth books, Office 2010 In
Depth presents comprehensive coverage,
breakthrough techniques, exclusive shortcuts, quick
access to information, troubleshooting help for tough
problems, and real-world examples with nothing
glossed over or left out. This book is both a
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reference and a desk-side resource, providing in
depth coverage of important Office 2010 applications
features and tools. By Joe Habraken, an Office
expert and best selling author Covers the hottest
new features in Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook,
Access, and Publisher For everyone who wants to
get the most out of Office 2010, from hobbyists to
power users to corporate developers
Offers step-by-step instructions on how to create
dynamic Web content, sample projects to help users
learn specific tools and skills, troubleshooting
guidelines, and an introduction to the features and
functions of Expressions Web Designer.
Covers the basics of the new version of Microsoft
Office with details on using Word, Excel, Outlook,
Access, PowerPoint, and Publisher.
Looks at the updates, changes, and enhancements
of the 2007 Microsoft Office system, with information
on Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Publisher, OneNote,
Access, Outlook, and Groove.
The Microsoft Official Academic Courseware
(MOAC) Office 2010 Series is the only Official
Academic Course Material. The new and enhanced
MOAC/ Microsoft Office Outlook 2010 Phyllis Trayler
features Enhanced Wiley Desktop Editions as well
as many other enhanced features designed to reenforce workforce skills. The addition of animated
tutorials in the Enhanced Wiley Desktop Editions and
WileyPLUS courses, textbooks include additional
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materials on different skill levels to help users keep
pace. WileyPLUS and an automatic Office
assignment grader provides immediate feedback on
every assignment, to help users practice and hone
skills at their own pace. MOAC/ Microsoft Office
Outlook 2010 is built from the ground-up around the
MOS® certification objectives- making it a great way
to learn all the workforce-oriented tasks required for
certification. The Test Bank now offers greater
flexibility and provides more than 75 questions and 3
projects per lesson, as well as automated grading
via OfficeGrader. Furthermore, the latest edition's
use of color in screen captures allows users to follow
on screen much easier, as screen captures will look
the exact same as the application. Additional
projects throughout the book helps users
comprehend how a task is applied on the job.
OfficeGrader functionality added to WileyPLUS
provides immediate feedback on all homework,
assignments, and projects and additional animated
tutorials on key Office tasks provides additional help
on difficult topics.
This Microsoft Office 2010 Introductory text, part of
the Origins Series, includes features that make
learning easy and enjoyable, yet challenging for
learners. Students receive a wide range of learning
experiences from activities with one or two
commands to simulations and case studies that
challenge and sharpen learners' problem-solving
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skills. This is a hardcover text. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
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